Simon Y. Sandoval-Moshenberg, Esq.
Director, Immigrant Advocacy Program

August 23, 2016
By e-mail only, to Katie@EqualJusticeAmerica.org
Katie Toman
Equal Justice America
Building II, Suite 204
13540 East Boundary Road
Midlothian, VA 23112
Re:

Letter of Recommendation for Naomi Iser

Dear Ms. Toman,
I write to recommend Naomi Iser, who I had the pleasure of supervising this past sumer
as a law clerk with our office. While working with us, Naomi worked on the following projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Researched and drafted a section of a brief to the Virginia Court of Appeals, and helped
with general editing/bluebooking
Drafted a federal complaint under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act; drafted
discovery requests in the same case; and drafted a settlement agreement in the same
case
Researched and drafted a federal class action complaint under the Fair Credit Reporting
Act
Researched and drafted a letter to a client, advising him that his prior criminal
convictions rendered him ineligible for immigration relief
Researched Virginia state law and advised a community partner about the rights of
tenants in a mobile home that is about to shut down, and drafted a state-law FOIA
request to a local city in connection with the same case
Researched due process rights for detained immigrants requesting bond
Interviewed a detained immigrant via televideo, and drafted his asylum application
Researched and drafted a memo on the effect of an upcoming national change in
immigration policy
Drafted a demand letter disputing a client’s debt collection
Interviewed and wrote an intake memorandum for two clients with potential overtime and
sexual harassment claims
Met with a client to evaluate eligibility for immigration relief
Researched and drafted a motion for cy pres distribution in a federal consumer class
action
Drafted policy white papers on expanding in-state tuition to different classes of
immigrants in Virginia, and drafted a client story in support of an advocacy campaign
Gave a community presentation in Spanish about workers’ rights

As you can see, Naomi performed an extremely wide variety of research and writing
tasks, but also client interviewing and even community presentations – in other words, all of the
skills necessary to be an effective lawyer at a nonprofit agency such as mine – and carried them
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out skillfully, promptly and efficiently, and with an extremely positive attitude. Naomi’s work
product was generally excellent and I would have no qualms in considering hiring her for a
permanent position after she takes the bar exam, were she to apply.
Please feel free to contact me if I can provide you with any further information.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
//s//
Simon Y. Sandoval-Moshenberg
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